TR FASTENINGS
NEW PRODUCT PRESS RELEASE
The Euro Rivet Bush Joins the TR Hank Family
Already in a position of
strength dominating the UK
market, TR Fastenings is set
to capture new European
business with the launch of
its latest innovation, the Euro
Rivet Bush.
TR have been manufacturing
the genuine Hank® Rivet
Bush for 30 years and
consider themselves
the market leader in the
production and supply of rivet
bushes in the UK.
Designed, developed and
manufactured at TR’s
production facility in the
UK this new product offers
an alternative to the KerbKonus and PSM rivet bush
ranges. The Euro Rivet Bush
is produced using multispindle machines, offering
high performance products,
at competitive prices.

engineering equipment shows
the product out performs
similar products offered by
TR’s competitors.
Available for immediate
shipment in sizes M3-M8 in
steel self finish or plated the
product is offered in a number
of different spigot lengths
to suit specific applications.
However, due to the flexibility
of the UK manufacturing
plant, TR also offer reduced
lead times on any nonstandard diameters or spigot
lengths.
Steve Wallis from TR
Fastenings says; “Prior
to the launch of the Euro
Rivet Bush TR were already
manufacturing several million
parts per month in the UK
and with the introduction of
this new item production is

set to soar as we win new
business from the continent.
We are confident that with the
combination of a high quality
product coupled with a
competitive pricing structure
customers will be switching to
the Euro Rivet Bush.”
The genuine Euro and Hank®
Rivet Bush products can be
used in a number of industry
sectors, including sheet metal
fabricators, white goods,
automotive, electronic,
telecommunications and
many more.
TR Fastenings offer a wide
range of other sheet metal
products, including; Hank®
Self Clinch, weld nuts, blind
rivets, K-Series, blind rivet
nuts, weld studs and cage
nuts.

Designed to offer a
permanent female thread in
sheet steel that is too thin to
be tapped by conventional
methods, the Euro Rivet
Bush is easily installed
and extensive in-house
testing using the very best
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TR FASTENINGS
NEW PRODUCT INFORMATION

TR EURO RIVET BUSH
Materials: Steel/Zinc & Clear (CR3) | Steel/Self Finish (SF)
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Metric Dimensions
Thread Diameter

M3

M4

M5

M6

M8

Diameter of spigot +0.00 -0.13mm

A

5.85

6.90

8.30

9.60

13.05

Diameter of body ±0.15mm

B

7.92

9.52

11.10

12.70

15.87

Depth of body ±0.13mm

C

3.17

3.81

4.45

5.72

6.35

5.90

6.95

8.35

9.65

13.10

Recommended hole size +0.10 -0.0mm

Preferred Range
Thread (d)

Sheet
Thickness

•

M3

M4

M5

M6

M8

0.9 - 1.0

ST

ST

ST

ST

1.1 - 1.3

ST

ST

ST

ST

1.4 - 1.6

ST

ST

ST

ST

ST

2.0 - 2.2

ST

ST

ST

ST

ST

2.3 - 2.5

ST

ST

ST

2.9 - 3.1

ST

ST

ST - Steel
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